Part 1: What do you already know about mosaics?

1. What do you think ‘Mosaic’ means?

2. Where have you seen Mosaics?

3. When/where do you think the first Mosaics were created?

4. Research 1 Mosaic ‘Opus’: Name of Opus: ex. Opus regulatum
   Definition of that Opus:
   Sketch the design here:

(We will share your assigned opus with the class)

Part 2: Research Historic Mosaics.

Create a separate Google Slide Presentation – Research 3 historic mosaics
- Include 2 examples of each historic type of mosaic: ex. Greek, Roman or Byzantine
- Include 1 summary slide for each: the time period they were created, the subject matter of the mosaics and the materials that were used for creating these mosaics.
- You will have 9 slides total, 6 examples and 3 summary slides for each type